
Some Thermal Issues Regarding the ATANode Air SystemWm. J. WelhRadio Astronomy LaboratoryUC BerkeleyMarh, 2005AbstratThis is an addition to the DAVCO report on the air treatment plansfor the ATA nodes. A somewhat lower thermal ondutivity for the soilis seleted from sandy soil data found on the WEB. A alulation of thepenetration of the thermal wave assoiated with the daily and annualperiodi surfae temperatures �nds the 1/e depth in the summer tobe about 11m(.36 ft) for the daily wave. The depth of the annualwave is p365 times greater. The PVC pipe from the nodes to theantennas is buried at a depth of 2 ft, and at this depth the residualdaily periodi temperature swing is redued to 0.3% of the surfaevalue. The annual variation is slightly redued at this depth, leadingto an average value of 70F for mid summer and 48F at mid winterat the depth of the PVC pipe, both based on surfae temperaturemeasurements. A model of the variation of the temperature of theair blown into the pipe at the node shows that there is an exponentialderease in the daily periodi temperature of the air temperature alongthe pipe. A thermal di�usion model for the periodi heat ow in theearth surrounding the pipe provides the run of thermal reatane ofthe earth as a funtion of the period. Entering values for the thermalresistanes and heat onvetion, many taken from the DAVCO report,shows that for a pipe of length 50 feet, the swing in air temperatureis redued by the fator 0.29. For a 100 foot length, it is redued bythe fator .08. The model also shows that more rapid variations of airtemperature are rapidly attenuated along the pipe. For the worst ase1



hot summer day when the air temperature is about 105F, 35F abovethe 70F temperature of the PVC pipe, this peak swing is redued to10F for a 50 foot pipe and 2.9F for a 100 foot length.The spei�ation for what swing is allowable for the air arrivingat eah antenna omes from the requirement that the sensitivity ofon-the-y ontinuum observations with the individual antennas notbe limited by reeiver gain variations resulting from reeiver physialtemperature variations. The air temperature variations are sinusoidaland have their maximum hange near sun-up and sun-down. Thereeiver temperature regulating system is expeted to have a gain (re-dution fator) of about 10 and use the inoming air as its reservoir.With this amount of temperature stabilization, the residual utua-tion for the 50 length of pipe, 10F, is aeptable. For the 100 footlength, there is onsiderable margin. About 20% of the runs for theATA-32 are less than 100 feet. It would suÆe to use just the remain-ing 80% of antennas for the single dish mapping. There appears tobe onsiderable margin. Our reommendation is that the node simplyprovide ambient air blown into the pipes to the antennas. No heating,air onditioning, or water reservoir is needed, in agreement with onesuggested option in the DAVCO report.1 IntrodutionThis is an extension of the very useful DAVCO report on the ATA node aironditioning options. The main new items are the hoie of slightly di�erentthermal properties for the soil, a narrowing of the temperature regulationspei�ations, and some slightly more analyti treatment of the heat di�usionproblem. The �rst new item is a alulation of the penetration of heatinto the ground assoiated with the daily and annual surfae temperaturevariation. The seond item is the formal disussion of the variation of theair temperature along the underground pipe assoiated with the air ow. Apart of this onsideration is the di�usion of heat through the PVC pipe andthe ground, inluding the e�et of a sinusoidal time variation in the inputtemperature. Lastly, the result of the air temperature �ltering alulation isompared with the required temperature regulation at the antenna.2



2 The Thermal Penetration Depth of SurfaeTemperature variationsThis is a lassial alulation disussed by Carslaw and Jaeger and quotedin the DAVCO report along with temperature statistis for the site. Equallyimportant is the typial time variation of the surfae temperature. Figure 1shows the run of the temperature during July '03 and January '04. Apartfrom the e�et of weather whih tends to smooth the variations, the time de-pendene is dominated by two sinusoids, the daily and the annual. Sine theheat ow problem is linear, the two problems may be onsidered separatelyand added. The temperature distribution along the oordinate distane intothe ground x for a periodi surfae temperature Ts at frequeny 
 is givenby the relation T (x; t) = Tse�x=Ædos(
t� x=Æd) (1)where the penetration depth, Æd is given byÆd = s 2k
Cv (2)k is the soil ondutivity, and v is the volume heat apaity. The key issueis what numbers to use for these. From the point of view of ooling ofomponents and air onditioning in general, the most diÆult time is midsummer afternoon when the air temperature may exeed 100oF. The rest ofthe year is muh less of a problem. We use numbers for the deep summerwhen the soil is both dry and sandy. The heat apaity per mass is 0.2al/deg C/gm for a wide range of solids. We found examples of densities ofsandy soil, and 1.8 gms/ is typial. This gives a volume heat apaity of.38 al/deg C/. For heat ondutivity we found a plot for sandy mixturesof hydrates for a range of hydrate fration. The average of the distributionis 0.7 watts/m-K. This also orresponds to the 20% fration. Even lowernumbers are possible for dryer soil. Putting these numbers into (2) alongwith the 
 for a one day period produes a depth of 11 m (4.3 in). At adepth of 24 in (2 ft), the periodi temperature is redued by the fator .0039.This result agrees with a study I made thirty years ago at Hat Creek whenwe were planning to bury oaxial able at the site. The 3 - 4 foot numberfrom Carslaw and Jaeger is appropriate for normal moist soils. Although thesoil moisture ontent is higher in other times of the year, lower than normalvalues are still appropriate for the Hat Creek soil.3



The hoie of 24 inhes for the burial depth of the PVC pipes meansthat, espeially in summer, the pipes will be at lose to the average dailytemperature. The annual variation, being muh slower, is felt muh moredeeply, as noted in the DAVCO report. The amplitude of that surfae tem-perature omponent an be estimated from the average of the January andJuly temperatures in Figure 1. The July average is 23oC (73.4F), and theJanuary average is 6:5oC (43.7F). The penetration depth of this omponent(for the same soil at depth) is greater by p365. At a depth of 24 inhes, theannual variation gives us an average mean temperature of about 70F, about5F lower than the average surfae value. The phase shift for the large saletemperature variation at the 24 inh depth is about one half month, so thehottest temperature in the summer two feet down ours during August.3 Variation of the Air Temperature along thePVC PipeConsider �rst the variation of the air temperature in the pipe as a funtion ofposition along the pipe. Assuming that the radial thermal impedanes of theair/wall interfae in the pipe, the PVC pipe, and the earth are known andare onstant along the pipe, we an write down a simple relation betweenthe temperature and position along the pipe. Let x be the distane downthe pipe. The DAVCO report disusses the various thermal resistanes. Theradial onvetive heat transfer at x for a length of pipe dx is (in Britishthermal units) H = Tair � TwallRair dxBTUH (3)where Rair = 1/Ah, is the resistane of the air/wall interfae. h is the Nusseltnumber, and A is a unit length area along the pipe. Assoiated with thisloss of heat to the wall is a loss in heat in the airow with a orrespondingtemperature hange dTair.H = �(:87)(CFM)dTairBTUH (4)CFM is the airow in CFM. These two items an be equated. The totalradial impedane to the distant ground is RT = Rair + RPV C + Re. Thisshould be onstant along the line. Using the resistive divider analog, we an4



write Tair � Twall = (Tair � Tg)RairRT (5)where Tg is the onstant temperature of the distant soil. Let � = Tair - Tg.Combining these various relations produes a simple di�erential equation.d�dx = � �:87(CFM)RT (6)The solution is � (x) = � (0)e��x (7)where � = 1/.87(CFM)RT . The values for the various quantities that makeup the di�erent thermal resistanes an be adopted from the DAVCO reportp.16. We derived similar values with a few, suh as the thermal ondutivity,somewhat di�erent. With the hoies of thermal ondutivity and volumeheat apaity disussed above, we �nd (in British thermal units) k = .406BTUH/ft F and for thermal di�usivity � = .018 ft2/hr. The earth log withinner diameter of 3.5 inhes, outer diameter of 3 feet, and the above thermalondutivity has Re = .91. For the onvetive heat transfer oeÆient inthe PVC pipe with a ow of 50 CFM and orresponding veloity of 5 m/se,we found a Reynold's number of 18,000 and a Prandtl number of .68 (Allquantities are at STP here) and �nally a Nusselt number,h, of 4.28, very loseto the value of 4.55 BTUH/ft2 F found by another method in the report.For the resistane of the air we get a rather di�erent number. Rair = 1/hA= .30, rather than the value .0175 in the report, whih is probably a simplemisprint. Adopting 0.22 as the resistane of the PVC pipe from the report,we �nd a total thermal resistane of 1.4 F ft/BTUH. This gives a value of �of .016. This is all for steady state.We an now work out what will happen when we blow ambient air throughvarious lengths of pipe. For a 50 foot length of pipe the o�set air temperatureis redued by a fator of .45 and for a 100 foot length a fator of .20. So weagree with the remark in the report that for longer lengths of pipe probablyno other heating or ooling is needed. The air omes out of the end of thepipe at the mean temperature of the ground, 70oF as noted above. In fat,this steady state result is not really relevant beause, as shown in �gure 1,the air temperature during any given day is very lose to a sinusoid at thedaily period. There is also another issue besides the ooling of the air that isdelivered to the individual antennas. It is important that the temperature of5



the air not vary more than an be ompensated by the temperature regulatorsof the reeiver. We return to this issue later.4 The Frequeny Dependene of Tube Filter-ing E�etWe an use the same formula (6) for the variation of the air temperature alongthe tube, but this time we must use the e�etive impedane as a funtion offrequeny of the various thermal "resistanes". There is essentially no delayin the heat transfer to the wall with the air moving at about 16 ft/se, asompared with the length of a day. So the same Rair is appropriate. However,the di�usion through the PVC wall and the ground are slow, with time salesomparable to the variation of the air temperature. So we must work outthe time dependene of the thermal di�usion. The e�et of the ground issubstantially bigger than that of the PVC, so for a �rst ut we keep the PVCe�et as a simple resistane and study the ground di�usion in detail. Weassume that the di�usion through the ground depends only on radius andtime. The di�usion equation isr2T = 1=��T�t (8)The proess is linear, and we an get the sinusoidal response by assuming atime dependene of the form e�i!t in the above equation, giving us a omplextemperature distribution. The new equation isd2Tdr2 + dTrdr + �2T = 0: (9)where �2 = i!� . We an get the temperature as a funtion of time by writingT(r,t) = Re(T(r) e�i!t). Re means that we take the real part.Equation (9) is Bessel's equation, and the form of its solution is known.T (r) = AJ0(�r) +BY0(�r) (10)We �nd the oeÆients A and B by satisfying boundary onditions. At r1T (r1) = TPV C . At some very large radius, r2 the temperature is lose to the6



average ground temperature. T (r2) = Tg. The heat ow from the surfae ofthe PVC pipe into the ground is given by the temperature gradient at r1.H0 = �kArea�T�r jr1 = k�Area(AJ1(�r1) +BY1(�r1)) (11)If r2 is suÆiently large, H0 is independent of the atual values of r2 and Tg.The thermal impedane is given by the ratioZe = TPV C=H0 = pp:9945(1 + i) �Q (12)where� = J0 " :39(1 + i)pp # Y0 "8:0(1 + i)pp # � J0 "8:0(1 + i)pp # Y0 " :39(1 + i)pp # (13)andQ = Y0 "8:0(1 + i)pp # J1 " :39(1 + i)pp # � J0 "8:0(1 + i)pp # Y1 " :39(1 + i)pp # (14)p is the period of the sinusoidal heating of the ambient air temperature.We an now work out quantitatively the redution in the air temperatureswing in the pipe as a funtion of the length of the pipe. We use the valuesfor the parameters disussed above. For p=1, a one day period, Ze = .3812+ i.2070, substantially di�erent than the steady state value. For Rair =.30, RPV C = .22, and a ow of 50 CFM, we �nd that j�j = .025. For a 50foot length of pipe the amplitude of the sinusoidal air temperature swingis redued by the fator .29. For 100 feet, the redution is fator of .082.These results are summarized in the table whih also shows the expetedresidual temperature modulation for the worst ase summer day. On thatday the air temperature is taken to be 105F, whih is 35F above the averagetemperature at the depth of the pipe, 70F. Already it is lear that at a pipelength of 100 feet or more there is little need for heating or ooling at thenode, in agreement with the suggestion of the DAVCO report. Reall thatwe did not make use of the fat that the PVC pipe will also produe somefurther �ltering Thus, the above alulation should be onservative.Pipe length exp(-.025 l) � 35F50 ft 0.29 10.2 F100 ft 0.082 2.9 F200 ft 0.024 .84F7



It is also useful to understand the frerqueny response of the pipe �lter.That is, what if sudden weather hanges our that quikly hange the airtemperature. There is some suh evidene in the January data of Figure 1.jZe(p)j is plotted in Figure 2. jZej drops rapidly at periods less than one day,indiating that rapid air temperature hanges will be smoothed out in thepipe.5 Are the Regulation Spei�ations met bythe Residual Temperature Flutuations?The maximum allowable temperature variation is set by the maximum al-lowable gain variation in the front end reeiver. This is ditated by the ob-servation that requires the best gain stability, whih is on-the-y ontinuummapping with the antennas as single antennas rather than interferometer el-ements. The on-the-y proedure makes a raster san aross a radio soure,taking data along the way, followed by a loop bak for the next row takingdata during the loop bak interval. This latter interval serves as the "o�"observation to whih eah "on" data point in the row is ompared. The turnaround has typially the same time extent as the total time overed in therow. Hene, the signal/noise in the omparison is dominated by that of theindividual row measurements.We onsider the requirement for a ontinuum observation at 20 m wave-length. The beam width is 2:5o, and the san rate is about 2:5o /seond. At1/2 beam sampling, the Nyquist rate, the time on the soure is 1/2 seond.The noise in one measurement with a bandwidth B, sample time ts, andsystem temperature Tsys is given by�TTsys = 1pBts (15)For a bandwidth of 100MHz and sample time of 1/2 seond, the above fra-tion is .00014. In order for gain utuations not to dominate this number,the frational gain utuations must be less than this. Measurements onthe PAM ampli�er show that its frational gain/temperature sensitivity is.002/F. For this not to dominate the thermal noise utuation, physial tem-perature utuations must be less than .00014/.002 by a fator of about 3,that is, .023 degrees F. Temperature/gain e�ets in the optial �ber driver8



also matter, and let's assume that the fator of 3 will inlude them. Theother important fator is the time sale over whih we must have this sta-bility. For a 20o � 20o map with a sweep of 10 seonds and a turnaroundtime of 10 seonds, that gives about a 10 seond time between eah pixelobservation and the turnaround. This is the time sale over whih we needthat gain stability. The residual temperature of the air in the pipe at theantenna is osillating with a one day period with an amplitude A., Tair =Asin[(2�)t=P ℄, peaking at mid day. The maximum rate of hange of thistemperature ours one quarter of a day before and after mid day, and themaximum temperature rate of hange is A 2�=P . The temperature hangein a time interval of �t seonds is A 2�=P ��t. For the 50 foot length ofpipe, we found A = 10F, whih leaves us with a temperature hange of .0007�t. For �t = 300 seonds, 5 minutes, we expet a temperature hange ofa .21 F. The PAM is equipped with a temperature regulator whih shouldprovide a regulation gain of at least 10. This will bring the regulation ofthe PAM to the required level of .023 F. Five minutes is muh longer thanthe 10 seonds needed for the on-the -y omparison in our example. So thetemperature regulation is no problem at all. The more important e�et ofthe pipe �ltering is to provide ooled air at the antenna to take away heatfrom the omponents at the antenna.6 ConlusionEven for the shortest pipe length, 50 feet, with its residual amplitude swing ofabout 10F, the �ltering e�et of the pipe ombined with the PAM regulatorappears to be more than adequate. Of ourse, there are unertainties in thenumbers and alulations. For the longer pipes, there is even more margin.The most serious requirements are for the single antenna on-the-y obser-vations, and these do not have to be made using all the antennas. Leavingout those antennas with pipes less than 100 feet in length would not seri-ously degrade the observations. The reommendation is therefore that thesmoothing of the air temperature by the pipes is adequate and no heating orooling or water is needed at the nodes. A fan with a dust �lter blowing 600CFM of ambient air into the node is the sole requirement.9



Figure 1: Air temperatures measured at Hat Creek over a month's interval.The top urve is for January of 2003. The bottom urve is for July of 2004.Temperatures are in degrees Celius. The absissa has one day tik marksfor the bottom set and two days for the top.10
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Figure 2: The magnitude of the thermal impedane of the ground around thethe PVC pipe. The absisa is the sinusoidal period in days. The ordinate isthe magnitude of the thermal impedane in F-ft/BTUH. At a period of oneday, the impedane is Ze = .381 +i.207.11


